Scanning force microscopy of DNA deposited onto mica: equilibration versus kinetic trapping studied by statistical polymer chain analysis.
This paper reports a study of the deposition process of DNA molecules onto a mica surface for imaging under the scanning force microscope (SFM). Kinetic experiments indicate that the transport of DNA molecules from the solution drop onto the surface is governed solely by diffusion, and that the molecules are irreversibly adsorbed onto the substrate. A statistical polymer chain analysis has been applied to DNA molecules to determine the deposition conditions that lead to equilibrium and those that result in trapped configurations. Using the appropriate conditions, DNA molecules deposited onto freshly cleaved mica, are able to equilibrate on the surface as in an ideal two-dimensional solution. A persistence length of 53 nm was determined from those molecules. DNA fragments that were labeled on both ends with a horseradish peroxidase streptavidin fusion protein were still able to equilibrate on the surface, despite the additional protein-surface interaction. In contrast, DNA molecules deposited onto glow-discharged mica or H+-exchanged mica do not equilibrate on the surface. These molecules adopt conformations similar to those expected for a simple projection onto the surface plane, suggesting a process of kinetic trapping. These results validate recent SFM application to quantitatively analyze the conformation of complex macromolecular assemblies deposited on mica. Under equilibration conditions, the present study indicates that the SFM can be used to determine the persistence length of DNA molecules to a high degree of precision.